
 

6TH EDITION SHETLAND PONY SELECT SALE 

OFFERS BEAUTIFUL SELECTION OF 100 PONIES 

 

It is almost the day, Saturday, October 31st 2015. The 6th edition of the now very 

(inter)national popular Shetland Select Sale will take place at Stable De Lagevoort in Liessel. 

 

This year there will be again a very beautiful range of exactly 100 selected animals with a lot 

of variation in color and size, and a very good quality. No less than 20 first premium animals 

and four approved stallions will be presented. The auction begins at half past 11 and from 9 

am everyone is welcome to visit the 100 ponies in the stables. Of course, the ponies will 

have to pass a veterinary examination. 

Youth 

From the 100 ponies more than half are younger than three years. There are 26 foals, 15 

yearlings and 10 two year olds. 26 foals will be presented, of which about half is mini and the 

other half in the larger sizes. With no less than seven ponies, the palomino's are well 

represented. In addition, five colored foals are expected in all the mini size and two duns (a 

blue-dun and a cream-dun), also one brown mini foal and four blacks in the larger sizes. In 

addition, a striking foal bred from a mare with seven first premiums. At 15 yearlings include 

nine minibreds and five more blacks. They all received a premium this year or last year.  

The yearlings offer a bay and white and a piebald mini, a cream dun small size and 5 larger 

blacks. The five chestnuts and brown are all bred in the mini direction, one very small. 

The 2 year olds are a particularly interesting group with four striking piebalds with quality in 

various sizes, especially the second year piebald mini is one of the eyecatchers. In the other 

sizes a pretty dun, a very nice mini-bred chestnut and a chestnut large size and three blacks 

with an outstanding pedigree and a little mini. 

Three years and older 

49 ponies are three years and older. They will be presented after the break. Amongst that 

group four approved stallions. One of them is a final approved mini with a very high index, a 

very striking chestnut midsize, completely blackbred from Marshwood bloodlines, a separate 

young bay-dun of 98cm with a superb pedigree and a very small 2nd premium minichestnut. 

Minis 

Out of the 49 adult ponies, 20 are mini. 10 chestnuts and amongst them several 1st premium 

topponies and a few talented three-year-olds from the mini champion stallion 2014. The only 

black is a very nice 1st premium mare of 80 cm. We will also presemt a brown first premium 

champion mare. Striking color is a brownish gray with a beautiful pedigree. Only one piebald 

which is an outstanding bred mare. Very attractive are the three year old tiny palomino, a 

palomino mare and a golden dun mare with allready three second premiums. 

 



Small size 

In the small size 13 mares will be acutioned. Two grey/roans, including one 1st premium 

chestnut roans. In addition, one bay and white with a 1st premium and a beautiful piebald 

crownmare. Three blacks, 2 with a 1st premium (one real crack with allready three first 

premiums and she is only five) and one brown one with a 1st premium. There a three 

chestnuts, one is a first premium crown-preferent mare and moreover she is the mother of 

the mini national champion stallion 2014. In this size there will also come two bay-duns. 

Medium and Large size 

Only five, but high quality midsize are signed up. Two chestnuts with a 2nd premium and 

three beautiful blacks with a 1st premium.  

The large size is again a very distinct group with five brilliant 1st premium mares, two 

absolute gems. In addition to the five blacks two beautifully bred and interesting large 

oversized chestnuts will be auctioned. 


